TO: Property Rights Groups, Freedom Foundations, Friends, Washington State, King County and City of Enumclaw Governments

John (Jack) R. Venrick

From: "John (Jack) R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
To: "AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 10:00 PM
Attach: Your Certain Enumerated Unalienable Rights (Revision 3).pdf; BabaStatementOnPassiveness.doc
Subject: Open Letter to Washington State, King County and City of Enumclaw Government

More tax fraud in Olympia Washington. The electronic "vote" off below pushed me to write this overdue "open letter".

I was raised in a government family and still have family and friends in the government. I am also a supporter of the Evergreen Freedom Foundation and a number of other local and national property rights and freedom groups.

After 5 years of research into American history, I find no high laws of the land, no high intentions, no high actions that support any forced taking or taxing of any kind of private property including your home, land, everything on it, under it as well as your privacy, personal property on your land, your machines, your animals and any family business on your land.

The American Revolution and the Declaration of Independence were to protect private property. That never happened.

We have at least two highly organized criminal mobs that have taken the first experiment to free us from bondage and turned it upside down and backwards for power and profit. The system is consuming itself and our property by greed, ignorance and fear.

There are no laws that support even a till tax upon the American Natural Born. Till taxes are indirect excise taxes and can only be laid upon artificial legal fiction man created corporations. A home sale also cannot be taxed, this is an excise tax which cannot be levied on the natural born. The State of Washington ignores this. So does the State AG as well as the US AG. These two offices are not constitutional, i.e. they do not thread to even the lower founding laws of the land.

**Honest governments and corporations are invented as legal fiction with a much higher purpose than forced tax collections and profit.**

- Hard to believe isn't it
- These man-made artificial fictional groups were created to PROTECT the rights of the Natural Born in America
- Municipal corporations (report to be released soon) are the bottom of the barrel and rotten to the core
- Even compared to other man-made artificial corporations

Even if Jesus was Mayor, nothing would change. Nothing changes unless the sons and daughters wake up and free themselves
Man-made laws & creations never trump natural laws & natural rights of the American state Citizens in an honest Constitutional Republic
  - We are free agents
  - That is what the American Revolution and the Declaration of Independence is all about
  - The so called US Constitution was corrupted before the quill was dipped into the ink

The ONLY legitimate taxes are uniform indirect taxes on corporations, custom duties on the same, the sale and lease of land and resources on government land and the printing of value based coin and currency. **This is an enormous base of funding.** The states need to step up to printing their own VALUE based coin and currency provided they drop ALL illegitimate "direct and indirect" tax taking upon the natural born state Citizens and family businesses, partnerships and their property. The states must take back their own independence and cut off ALL ties with the corrupt central bank controlled union of the states.

These legitimate sources of government revenue are more than enough for basic services. [http://www.cafr1.com/](http://www.cafr1.com/) has found the government is hiding huge sums of funds through deception and cooking of the books. The government at all levels is a racket with too much NOT too little. They have cooked the books and your property and your traditional way of life by redefining the founding and divine recipes of freedom and liberty.

- [http://cafr1.com/KTS.html](http://cafr1.com/KTS.html)

Now we are asking each other to vote for or against a tax increase that is absolutely fraudulent. The state of consciousness of this nation has lost sight of its basic founding and fundamental moorings.

Even if the original charters AND intentions AND actions of America's history approved forced taxing and takings upon your private property and private family business and private life, it still would NOT be lawful in a honest Constitutional Republic.

In a democracy or other more dysfunctional charters, you can take anything from anyone, for any reason, by a vote.

- America has devolved into a collective fascist elite controlled democracy
- whereby the state educational system, state media, state government employees, Bar associations,
- associations of the state, state academia and the private central banking
system, et al
- increasingly prey on small private and family business property.
- 92% of the natural born in America have been duped into believing this is acceptable for the higher good
- The system has bred out the founding and fundamental laws of the lands for their own profit, greed and self righteousness belief systems.

In the light of the higher laws of this land, especially the divine laws of this nation, no man, no women nor child's property, of natural born decent can be touched, taxed, taken, attached, conned, entangled, liened, collateralized, encumbered, indentured, enslaved, legislated, "judicated" or administrated against, without their express, fully informed personal and private notarized contractual consent.

Your property and your wages are birth rights which cannot be "apportioned".

- The U.S. Constitution conflicts with itself AND
- The intentions of all of the 13 colony Federalists AND
- Certainly the intentions of all the 13 colonies Anti-Federalists AND
- The Articles of Confederation AND
- The Declaration of Independence AND
- The Natural Laws AND
- The Natural Rights AND
- Jesus Christ as well as other masters and avatars
- The union of states conflicts with the independence of the states
- It is not surprising that the states conflict with the natural born sovereign and free state Citizens.

If divine honesty reigned in this land and an American natural born state Citizen was somehow duped into signing an agreement to be taxed, it would not be a honest binding agreement. A honest high court and certainly a higher divine court would not allow it. These laws have been written already, but they are ignored. Jesus Christ also said you cannot tax the sons and daughters of the land. Our freedoms and liberties thread to God in America.

We all must wake up quickly to these hard truths. Rape is rape. Abuse is abuse. Stealing is stealing. Torture and harassment of the American natural born state Citizens and their private and public property are not relative. The natural born state Citizens are not to be warred upon nor played with like a cat with a mouse by parties, associations, banks, Bars, judges or juries or cereal state agencies.

The corporate state government syndicate is culpable for all this crime and much
much more.

- The growing trend in America of semantic swindling of basic unalienable rights, is an intentional act of abuse innocent Citizens.
- This is how abuse is set up to appear legitimate and seductive by dysfunctional bodies.
- Sick people and sick bodies of people do this.
- Ted Bundy is a classic example.
- Pedophilia is another example of seductive abuse.
- The actions of Britain and King George were abusive brinkmanship.
- The acts of the northern states warring upon the South who refused to continue being extorted was abusive brinkmanship.
  - Good read on this taking [http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/958686/posts](http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/958686/posts)
- 1.5 million young men and many innocent non-combatant men and women died because of this arrogance
- The "union of the states" is NOT a union nor was it ever, IT'S A CENTRALIZED PRISON
- My Great Grandfather was killed on his farm by Confederate renegades in Missouri at the age of 50.
- General Robert E. Lee said, "This war is not about slavery"

The states are cascading this abusive warfare down to the property owners and all their state Citizens.

The freedom movement is growing into a "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon". Why did it take 234 years? How long can you force innocent natural born state Citizens into doing business' with feudal barbaric and abusive municipal models that never worked? This form of organized racketeering is clearly a genocidal movement against what was the highest most honored class of Citizens in the nation, the property owners.

Governments have no place in the private lives and private property of American state natural born Citizens. The states need to rip themselves away from their abusive associations and alignments with all factions who are taking private and public property directly or indirectly. The states, counties and cities must set themselves free of this codependent illness.

The natural born state Citizens must resist and refuse to comply with any direct or indirect takings of private property. We must take our business out of state at every opportunity. Stop cooperating with them and start resisting and exposing them.

- Time to De-Centralize American Power -
The concept and structure of a central union of the states as well as an individual states chartering using the same progressive embezzlement system is sadistic. For a state to provide private, church and charity like services for those who refuse to help themselves while extorting the lives and property of its own natural born state Citizens is akin to serial murder.

Mainstream parties create the myths, false legislation, false emergencies, destructive solutions and then war upon their own to pay for it. There is no high laws of the land giving such authority or jurisdiction. Even if there was, all of these takings via parasitic legislation upon our private and public property by force, goes against the highest and divine charters given to us.

The states have more than enough legitimate high laws and resources to free themselves and their natural born state Citizens.

- The states were to receive the territories within their boundaries, NOT the union.
- The natural born state Citizens were to have full allodial use of this land to live upon for life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
- The territories were to be the home, lands and means to provide a living for the American natural born and their families
- These lands were not to become isolated into unusable parks, zoos and wilderness to only drive through.

The states must free themselves to using ONLY legitimate resources NOT on private property or wages.

- The states also need to take back their territories with the following conditions
- The states cannot steal private and public property while they pretend there are no other more legitimate and viable revenue
- A large portion of the territorial land must be given back to the people in the form of homesteading and settling.
- The states must establish independent mints to print currency and coin of value provided.
  - they stop all direct and indirect taxing and taking of any private property and small family businesses.
  - 3/4 vote of the 50 states is "constitutionally required", i.e. 38 states
The states must establish independent banks
These new state banks will be funded by their own mints
  o This new wealth will establish lines of credit at no to very low interest, i.e. less than 1%, for all the natural born state Citizens.
  o The states must disassociate themselves with the central banks.
  o All fully owned private property titles must be upgraded to alodial land patent which cannot be taxed, liened or regulated.

All federal agencies must be escort out of the independent states. All federal funding, grants and other extortions must be returned and further refused. All federal laws, codes, statutes, et al must be thrown out. States are sovereign foreign countries to the union of states. The natural born state Citizens are foreign aliens to the union of the states. The union of the states only have jurisdiction over 10 square miles of itself and its military bases and territories outside of the continental United States.

Model states which enact these sweeping changes will further reestablish a friendly manufacturing climate and incentives to encouraged a return of manufacturing and business to America to provide employment for the natural born sovereign and free state Citizens,

  - These new freedom model states will contract with the the people and business to ..
    o NOT tax them away, e.g. The Boeing Company
    o NOT regulate them to death
    o to stay out of their affairs

The new state must phase out all social welfare programs, many states as well as the United States Inc are at or near bankruptcy.

  - A limited government is neither a church nor a charity nor a nanny nor a hospital
  - No government means freedom and liberty and no taxes on anyone
  - All government actions not threading to the highest laws of the land must be stopped

All state, county and city legal and enforcement bodies must retake their oath to the higher founding and fundamental laws of land.

  - They must swear to protect, honor and obey the higher founding and fundamental laws of the land and the above unalienable individual rights
  - Thereby foreclosures to collect unpaid usurious fraudulent interest and/or
illegitimate property taxes must NOT be enforced

- Thereby foreclosures or enforcement of liens due to municipal regulations, codes for any reason must NOT be enforced
- Thereby foreclosures for collection of principal alone may be done

neighborhoods must organize into local militia to ensure these state agencies are encouraged to follow their oaths. Local communities must stand together and protect each other or they will continue to hang together.

the irony is, America has it all. however, the banksters, bench, Bar and municipal feudal models and their parasitic associations have no incentive to change. The sons and daughters of the land are being stampeded down fraudulent chutes and corrals of fictional environmental, usurious interest, usurious taxes and non allodial rights to their own property.

100% of the natural born sovereign and free state Citizens are chained by totally unnecessary and barbaric usurious interest, taxes, nonsense regulations, and non allodial title. The thief in the night is the feudal municipal and banking corporations and colluding associations who find larceny and embezzlement and extortion of private and small business property easier than making a honest living.

The feudal British American municipal model is self destructive and totally unnecessary. It is steeped in force, tyranny, deception and no competition. It is debased on a primitive ideology that free people cannot be left alone to run their own life and property. This municipal model is a disgrace and embarrassment and has converted individual and business freedom into a police state using narcissistic cereal agencies, councils and administrative offices, created with mythic authority and jurisdiction which easily turn on their masters and prey upon the highest rights of the land, our birthrights.

The big picture of taking property and rights are death by a thousand slashes. The Bar associations have divided the union of the states and the states into uncountable factions of legal fiction. The political parties, the union of the states, the unions of of the state education, the associations of cities, counties, states and uncountable other government and nongovernment conspiring associations have slashed us up and coded us into criminals for being free.

The litmus test to apply the highest fundamental laws of the land is a very simple question. If the individual state Citizens does not have complete free choice, the legislation, administration, "judication", regualtion, codes, ad nausea do not thread to the highest laws of the land. This is why we migrated to America. This is why we revolted from the tyranny of British rule. This is why we wrote the Declaration of Independence. Go read it again. Most disturbing is that all of
you at all levels of government have become what we revolted from 234 years ago.

The solutions proposed above are not painful. In fact, they are a path to freedom which will usher in a new era of prosperity and peace. The current models of the corporate state central banking Ponzi fraud and the parasitic associations are predatory on property owners, to name one class.

I encourage you to glance at the above two attachments. You cannot care for others by stealing private property in any amount for any reason and transferr it to others you deem more needy.

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.FreedomForAllSeasons.org

Dear Jack,

A coalition of more than 80 pro-tax groups have managed to gather 20,000 signatures for an online petition to raise your taxes. We want to show the legislature that there is another group of people living in Washington State, those who don’t want their taxes raised!!!

We must gather more signatures than they did! You can check on the status of our signature gathering effort by clicking on this link.

Our state treasurer just told Governor Gregoire and the legislature that the state will probably run out of money by this September if they do not deal quickly with the upcoming shortfall. He said they need to take “prompt, decisive action.”

For Gregoire and legislative leaders, this means significant tax increases, not significant spending reductions. If tens of thousands of us don’t send a very strong message right away, we will live with the consequences.

We’ve crafted a petition that directs the legislature to take very specific action to get spending in line without raising taxes. Public opinion really matters, so if you have not already done so, please take a moment to sign the petition by clicking on this link.
Governor Gregoire, held a press conference last month where she said her conscience wouldn’t allow her to make substantial spending reductions. But her conscience does allow her to increase taxes and fees for the rest of us.

She dismissed renegotiating the contracts of state employees, even though, on average they will make $19,500 more this year than employees in the private sector… and many of them will get generous raises, too. She said union leaders would sue if she renegotiated.

Senate Majority Leader Lisa Brown added to the pile-on when she said they will gut Initiative 960 right away. That’s the law passed by voters that requires two-thirds of the legislature to agree before raising taxes.

So, dear friends, we have some work to do. Our governor and legislative leaders need to hear from tens-of-thousands of hard working, concerned citizens right away.

Our petition supports a resolution which you can read by clicking on the link below. It directs the legislature to make spending reductions of 8.4 percent rather than increase our taxes. It also points out a law that the governor and legislative leaders seem to be ignoring… a law that allows state employee collective bargaining agreements to be modified when we face a significant financial reversal… like we have right now.

*Our goal is to collect tens of thousands of signatures by January 24th to present to the legislature.*

And we will make sure legislators get them by the regions they represent. We are preparing a special page on our website that will regularly update the number of signatures gathered as they come in… that way lawmakers can see the mounting pressure right away.

This is an electronic petition and only takes a moment to sign. If you have not already done so, will you please [sign the petition today by clicking on this link](#)? If 50 percent of you sign the petition and pass it on to three people who also sign it, we will reach our goal. So, after you sign it, please [forward the petition](#) to your friends, colleagues, and family and ask them to sign it too. We must gather more signatures than the pro-tax groups!

We don’t have very much time, but I think we can do it. After all, it’s our government, and elected officials work for us. Let’s get back in the driver’s seat where we belong.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

Lynn Harsh

---

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line or simply click on the following link: [Unsubscribe](#)

---

Evergreen Freedom Foundation
PO Box 522
Olympia, WA 98507

5/2/2010